A wide variety of protein and peptidomimetic design tasks require matching 16 functional three-dimensional motifs to potential oligomeric scaffolds. Enzyme 17 design, for example, aims to graft active-site patterns typically consisting of 3 to 18 15 residues onto new protein surfaces. Identifying suitable proteins capable of 19 scaffolding such active-site engraftment requires costly searches to identify protein 20 folds that can provide the correct positioning of side chains to host the desired active 21 site. Other examples of biodesign tasks that require simpler fast exact geometric 22 searches of potential side chain positioning include mimicking binding hotspots, 23
For comparison we adapted the approach of Flieshmann et al. Our implementation of 147 scaffold matching for proteins is quite similar to the above described approach. This 148 approach is broken into three stages as follows: describes an increasingly smaller volume of space. Each node has eight children by 177 subdividing each side of the cube by the middle in the x, y and z dimensions. All the 178 3D objects are stored in the leaf nodes in the octrees. Octrees have various stopping 179 criteria to stop the tree from splitting including thresholding based on the number of 180 objects in a node, i.e. the octree splits only the nodes containing more than a certain 181 number of objects. For our problem the 3D objects are points in 3D space and the 182 stopping criterion is the minimum cube length`s. That is, the octree splits a node only 183 if its corresponding cube has sides of length at least 2`s. Moreover, all empty nodes, i.e. 184 nodes whose corresponding cubes contain no points, in the octrees are discarded. 185 To search for desirable configurations, the algorithm first samples points from each 186 manifold (corresponding to a take-off point) and then builds an octree for each manifold 187 based on these sample points with the stopping criterion of the minimum cube length`s.
188
Then the algorithm compares two octrees at a time by searching adaptively in the cubic 189 regions that pass the necessary condition A (see below). We call a pair of cubes that Our overall strategy is to enumerate all possible residue positions (when there is a 197 choice) and amino acid assignments to these residues and then to use the adaptive 198 geometric algorithm to determine whether the resulting rotamers at those positions have 199 the proper geometry. Thus the adaptive geometric algorithm is the "inner loop" of the 200 computation. For this inner loop to be efficient, it must swiftly filter away impossible 201 geometries (theorem 1 below) and identify promising ones (theorem 2 below).
202
Mathematically, the adaptive geometric algorithm efficiently searches for a certain 203 n-polygon among n sets of points in 3D space given an error tolerance and an approxi-204 mation margin. This general scheme is required for all the applications introduced above 205 and evaluated in the Results section. Given a target polygon P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n }, a 206 tolerance ✏ T 0 and one edge (P i , P j ), let C i , C j be two nonempty cubes with size 207`a nd the distance between their centers d, where i, j 2 [1, 2, . . . , n], i 6 = j. Then we 208 have the following theorems that help us determine which cubes could possibly match 209 that edge. That is, the theorems provide acceptance and rejection criteria for pairs of 210 cubes from different manifolds (where each manifold corresponds to, for example, a 211 take-off residue from a backbone). The first theorem provides a rejection criterion.
212
Theorem 1.
Proof. See Appendix A.
215
Theorem 1 suggests a "necessary condition" for any two cubic regions on the same 216 level of the trees to contain any desirable pairs of points. We are going to call it the 217 "necessary condition 1" in the future to refer to the condition defined in Theorem 1. If 218 two cubes do not satisfy the conditions of this theorem, they are not going to match the 219 edge, and will be rejected. That's why we consider this to be a rejection condition. By 220 contrast, we have the following "sufficient condition 2" for all pairs of points from two 221 leaf cubes to be desirable (an acceptance condition).
222
Theorem 2.
3`, then all pairs of points
225
Notice that the condition of Theorem 2 can hold only when P i P j ✏ T + p
Because the leaf cubes of the octrees must 227 have length`T  2l s , we require`s  ✏ T /(2 p 3).
228
Let t i be the octree generated from manifold A i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Algorithm 1 229 gives the pseudo code of the adaptive geometric search algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Geometric Search ({A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n }, P, ✏ T ) 1: trees = [t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ] 2: h = depth of the octrees t i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n 3: for i, j 2 [1, 2, . . . , n], i 6 = j do 4:
end for 16:
Append all (p, q) 2 pairs as edges to the graph G 17: end for 18: Search G for the desirable polygon 19: # Check the necessary condition 1 20 The adaptive geometric search algorithm has three parts, building the octrees, adaptively 232 searching every two octrees and the graph search. Let N be the number of sample points 233 6 from each manifold. For convenience we build all octrees with the same initial cube 234 length`0. The time complexity of building an octree with initial cube length`0 and 235 minimum cube length`s is O(log 2 (`0/`s)N ).
236
Next we compute the time complexity of the adaptive search between any two 237 octrees (without loss of generality) called t 1 , t 2 . Let the corresponding polygon edge 238 length be l ⇤ .
239
Theorem 3. If we set`s = ⌘ ✏ T 4 p 3 for any 0 < ⌘ < 1, then the adaptive geometric 240 search algorithm 1 returns all the pairs of points whose distances are within the set
, and some but possibly not all the pairs of points whose
level from another octree t 2 such that (C 1 , C 2 ) are possible pairs, that is, they satisfy the 247 necessary condition 1.
248
249
Theorem 5. Recall that`0 denotes the initial cube length and the minimum cube length
Let n m be defined as in Lemma A. Then the time complexity of the adaptive
253
Now we consider the last part of the algorithm, the graph search. Let s ij be the 254 number of possible leaf cube pairs between octrees t i , t j for i, j 2 [1, 2, . . . , n], i < j. 255 We view the leaf cubes as vertices and possible pairs of them as undirected edges in the 256 graph. If we want to produce all the desirable n-tuple cubes, then by induction it's easy 257 to see that the upper bound on the time complexity is O( Q 1i<jn s ij ).
258
In practice we can do much better. Consider building a directed graph by giving 259 directions to the edges to form a n-cycle of groups of cubes from t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n . Finding 260 strongly connected components in this directed graph first would in most cases greatly 261 reduce the search space with only a linear cost O( P 1i<jn s ij ).
262
In summary we state the total time complexity of the algorithm.
(2)
In practice we usually search for a triangle or a 4-sided polygon as the target polygon, 3 Results
270
Our algorithm can be applied to many different problems in macromolecular modeling 271 and design. In essence, it efficiently solves the problem of searching for a certain 272 n-polygon among n sets of points in 3D with error tolerance ✏ and an approximation 273 margin ⌘. We present three use cases where our algorithm's improved efficiency (run 274 times that are in some cases many thousands of times faster than previous approaches) 275 improves the scaling of the overall task, enabling the use of larger template/target 276 structural patters. interface will prove to be a future challenge. Here we describe the recapitulation of 289 a OOP foldamer scaffold designed by Drew and coworkers that mimics P53 and can 290 disrupt the P53/MDM2 interaction (Fig. 1D ). Three hotspot residues on P53 contribute 291 the majority of the binding affinity for MDM2 ( Fig. 1A) .
292
There are two parts of the algorithm. In step 1, we search through all possible 293 backbones for a matching triangle to the target triangle. In step 2, for every match result 294 from step 1 the connecting atom's bond angles are checked against the optimal bond 295 angle. If a match passes step 2, it's returned as a final result. Otherwise we continue the 296 iteration in step 1.
297
The target triangle is made up of Cb's of the hotspot residues (Fig. 1C) . The 298 algorithm simply searches through the possible take-off position combinations, four 299 triangles in this example (Fig. 1B) , from every backbone for a match in shape within the angles at the connecting atoms (eg. N, Ca, and Cb for leucine) are within some error bound to the optimal bond angles.
for j = 1, . . . , k do R j = CalculateT ranf ormation(P j , P i ) # calculates the transformation matrix from P i toP j 6: The candidate at the origin is a perfect match for both (shape and angle) to the hotspot residues we aim to minimize (use as a template for design) and is analogous to a template used in previously reported successful experimental designs.
A six residue cyclic peptoid composed of alternating sarcosine and 3-aminopropyl- After developing each residue, we collapse the end positions that fall into the same cube 
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